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The purpose of this study is to examine the attitude

of Mexican-Americans toward their Texas Spanish in order

to determine if present educational policies are successful

in promoting high self-concepts for Mexican-American students.

Questionnaires, reports, government documents, articles, and

books all yield information relative to this topic.

The introductory chapter is concerned with the

importance of language and with the interaction between

language and culture. Since language is man's primary medium

of expression, the Spanish speaker must have a positive

concept toward his mother tongue or he will begin to have

doubts about his communication capacity. These doubts are

quickly translated into doubts about himself, and they may

manifest themselves in his inability to determine what his

role should be in society. The retention of his language and

his competence in it constitute the most important asset the

Mexican-American has in maintaining his personal confidence

and personal identification as an individual with a

meaningful role in society.

The first main chapter, following the introduction, is

concerned with the status of the Mexican-American in Texas.

Although Mexican-Americans represent nearly 15 per cent of
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the state's population, statistics reveal that the education

of native Spanish speakers is markedly inferior to that of

the other four southwestern states. In most Texas schools

Mexican-Americans drop out readily and in the majority of

cases show lower educational levels than either blacks or

Anglos.

The current language situation is explored in Chapter III.

The language problem of the Mexican-American student has

generally been recognized to be the greatest barrier to his

academic achievement. Punishment for speaking Spanish at

school, other than in a Spanish-language classroom, can damage

the ego of the Mexican-American and lead to what may be

termed deviant behavior. The benefits of bilingual education

are also discussed in this chapter, and it closes with a

brief review of bilingual education in Texas.

Chapter IV presents the results of a questionnaire which

was devised and administered to 217 bilingual Mexican-

American teenagers in Texas. The major findings are as

follows: (1) the majority of the students questioned are

aware of a difference between the type of Spanish used in

classroom instruction and the colloquial Spanish spoken

outside of school; (2) most of the students think the

standard Spanish dialect of the classroom is better than

their vernacular dialects; (3) a great majority mix English

and Spanish in the same sentence; (4) a vast majority think

that their parents speak better Spanish than do they;



(5) many do not f eel that their teachers approve of the

use of a second language in the classroom; and (6) a

substantial number of students are not satisfied with the

way they speak Spanish.

The last chapter states the conclusion of this thesis

that a sizable number of Mexican-Americans do not have a

positive self-image as speakers of their native language.

It is suggested that the rejection of Spanish dialects which

are different and distinct from the school standard is a

major factor in causing a low self-image on the part of the

speaker of a non-standard dialect. Since the classroom

should provide an atmosphere of personal identification,

self-worth, and achievement, it is recommended that teachers

recognize the essential arbitrariness of language forms and

that the present educational policy of rejection of non-

standard Spanish dialects be changed. A positive atmosphere

toward the Mexican-American and toward his language must be

established, and the validity of the Mexican-American

culture must be totally accepted.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Language is the most important cultural asset of the

human race. Man is characterized by thought and feeling,

which he communicates through language. It is likewise

mankind's most valuable tool, since the formulation,

expression, and exchange of ideas depend on language. In

addition to symbolizing the spiritual and material achieve-

ments of man throughout the ages, language development makes

possible communication with fellow human beings and thus

the storage and retrieval of knowledge and experience.

Expression of language through writing is also an integral

part of man's history and of his accomplishments. Hayakawa

states:

Language is the indispensible mechanism of human
life -- of life such as ours that is molded,
guided, enriched, and made possible by the
accumulation of past experience of members of our
own species . . . . To be able to read and write,
therefore, is to learn to profit by and take part
in the greatest of human achievements that which
makes all other achievements possible -- namely,
the pooling of our experiences in great cooperative
stores of knowledge (5, pp. 13-14).

A culture or a civilization, by definition, depends

upon the transference of its accumulated experience from one

generation to the next. Fortunately or unfortunately, many

languages exist in the world today. According to the U. S.
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Census in 1960, nearly one out of every five persons living

in the United States today belongs to a segment of the

population officially designated as "foreign stock," and

an overwhelming majority of these more than thirty-four

million persons claim a non-English mother tongue (,3,

pp. 34-35). Since fluency in a modern foreign language is

being increasingly viewed as a valuable asset in America

today, certain areas of our nation may boast of a considerable

wealth of native speakers whose children could normally be

expected to perform in a superior way in the language class-

room, Experience has shown, however, that such is far

from being the case.

One of the largest minority groups in the United States

at the present time is the Mexican-American population,

synonymously called Spanish-surname and simply Spanish-

speaking. Despite their relatively large number, the native

speakers of Spanish neither attend nor graduate from secondary

schools in anything like normal numbers. Socio-economic

level and cultural deprivation may have a significant

effect upon language development and school performance,

but when the student involved has learned a different first

language in his home, his difficulties upon attending the

English-speaking, middle-class oriented school will

certainly be compounded. The primary purpose of school has

remained the transmittal of language skills and of those

"great cooperative stores of knowledge" communicated by and
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available through man's language, and success and achievement

in school are measured principally by progress and accomplish-

ment in the traditional academic areas of reading, writing,

and arithmetic, that is, in language competencies. Not only

a child's school success but to a large degree his later

course in life will be determined by the adequacy of his

verbal abilities -- by his capacity for and development of

verbal communication, both oral and written, receptive and

expressive. Yet the education of the Mexican-American bi-

lingual has so often been grossly misdirected that numerous

thousands of native Spanish-speaking children have grown up

with a substandard command of English and often completely

illiterate in their mother tongue. One researcher, in a

study of Mexican-Americans of Laredo, Texas, states that

"if language is both culture and its expression, the Mexican-

American of Laredo will never, under present educational

policies, develop the capability to use phonetic, syntactic,

semantic, organizational and editing information, in either

Spanish or English" (2, p. 76).

Some of the problems encountered by these young people

involve not only language and academic difficulties but also

parental attitudes toward the school and majority culture

and lack of awareness on the part of the teachers of the

cultural background of the students and differing cultural

behavior expectations. In recent years English has made

inroads into Spanish-speaking communities in the south-
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western part of the United States so that now both languages

exist side by side. As a result, the Mexican-American youth

experiences the frustrations and social pressures of being

caught between two cultures. The process of second language

acquisition involves the child both in taking on behavioral

characteristics of the other language community and in

experiencing resistance from himself and pressures from

his own cultural community (4).

An additional obstacle is that Spanish speakers in

the Southwest, because of historical circumstance and social

factors, have created their own dialect. Changes in both

standard Spanish and Southwest Spanish have occurred since

the two dialects have had a separate existence, and they no

longer fully correspond. Generally, the viewpoint of the

modern linguist is that "no dialect is simply good or bad in

itself . . . but every dialect is in itself a legitimate form

of the language, a valid instrument of human communication,

and something worthy of serious study" (8, p. 359). However,

the fact is that a dialect's prestige is determined by the

prestige of those who speak it, and clearly, the Spanish

dialect in the Southwest has developed unfortunate associations

with low socio-economic status, widespread illiteracy, and

ignorance. In reference to the problem of dialect, Ralph W.

Yarborough has said:

.when a youngster steps outside his community
and attempts to get a job that is more than menial,
he is f aced not only with the problems that a child
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of Mexican-American descent faces, and inability to
reach others, but with the very special suspicions
that speakers of one dialect always reserve for
speakers of another: that the difference is due to
"ignorance." We are often more ready to accept a
distinctly foreign accent than a native accent that
in our pride of speech we do not deign to regard as
standard (9, p. 327).

The concern is not solely for the waste of a great

linguistic resource; there is too often the loss of the

speaker along with the language. Psychiatrists and

psychologists have written many articles on the relationship

of speech in early childhood to the development of the ego

and have shown how the repression of that speech may be

symptomatic of repression of the identity, self-negation,

and neurosis (1). The results of a 1965 national sample survey

of Canadian young people thirteen to twenty years old suggest

that during adolescent years the native French-speaking

youths of that country become so impressed with the fact of

English-language dominance in Canadian life that they see

themselves as a much smaller group than they really are (7).

The Francophones seem to learn very early in life to think

of their country in political terms and to define Canada in

terms of provinces. They are much less likely than

Anglophones to agree that hard work results in success and

much more likely to stress the importance of social background.

For the French native-speakers, being bilingual is seen as

the most important single factor guaranteeing success in

Canadian life (7, p. xiii).
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A more recent study in this country on the effects of

language and dialect differences on school learning revealed

many similar findings. The Center for Applied Linguistics,

supported by the Ford Foundation, conducted a three year

investigation in the form of several interrelated studies,

with the acronym "BALA" (Bases for Applying Linguistics and

Anthropology) being used to refer to the entire collection

of studies. In addition to observations of 163 classes in

various city schools in the United States, a Language Attitude

Scale was administered to 1074 persons, most of whom were in-

service teachers and undergraduate education majors. Also,

128 teachers, 183 parents, and 188 pupils were interviewed to

determine their perceptions of classroom language problems

and how they might be resolved. An overwhelming majority

of the parents surveyed (mostly black and Spanish-speaking)

saw the teaching of standard English as an important respon-

sibility of the school and considered the knowledge of

standard English to be one prerequisite for moving up the

socio-economic ladder (6, p. 3). The majority of the teachers

interviewed rated the speech of their students as poor to fair,

and inappropriate for the classroom. Half of the kinder-

garten teachers indicated that a child's language should be

left alone, while the other half felt that it should be

eradicated (replaced). Teachers in predominantly white

schools, including teachers in training, were found to have

more negative attitudes toward language variation than those
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in racially integrated schools. One optimistic note is

that even though most teachers had a negative attitude toward

the grammar of nonstandard speech, the majority also possessed

a positive attitude toward the use of various dialects as a

classroom teaching tool. A very distressing finding is that

while the majority of teachers recommended that their students,

speech be corrected, the number of teachers who rejected a

minority group's culture, language, and people outright was

an estimated 10 per cent of the total teaching force. Over

half indicated that they were unaware of current controversies

relating to dialect (6, p. 2).

Among students included in the "BALA" Project, one-half

expressed a desire to speak differently. One-fourth of the

young people who speak a first language dialect other than

standard English have a poor image of their own way of speaking

and seem to have acquired this image in school (6, p. 3).

The ability to use his native dialect in school is of great

importance for the Mexican-American student because it

provides a tool for assistance as he adapts himself to the

environment of a structured learning situation. Unless the

Spanish speaker has a positive concept of his mother tongue,

he begins to have doubts about his communication capacity;

this is quickly translated into doubts about himself. These

doubts may manifest themselves in his inability to deter-

mine what his role should be in society. The retention of

his language and his competence in it constitute the most
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important asset the Mexican-American has in maintaining his

personal confidence and personal identification as an

individual with a meaningful role in a democratic society.

What he is and what he can be are based on his ability to

find a place which is his own. Prior to achieving any of

the above, the Mexican-American must recognize the worth

of his particular dialect as well as the general values of

fluency in Spanish, followed by the acceptance and use of

native dialects by the educational establishment.

The purpose of this study is to examine the attitude of

Mexican-Americans toward their Texas Spanish in order to

determine if present educational policies are successful in

promoting high self-concepts for Mexican-American students.

The second chapter, following this introduction, is concerned

with the status of the Mexican-American in Texas, and

Chapter III examines the current language situation and

offers a brief review of bilingual education in Texas. Next,

Chapter IV presents the results of an attitude questionnaire

which was devised and administered to 217 bilingual

Mexican-American teenagers in Texas, Finally, conclusions

and recommendations drawn from the survey are given in

Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

THE NEEDS AND PROBLEMS OF THE

MEKICAN-AMERICAN

The Mexican-Americans are a widely diversified group

of individuals, but they share certain conditions and

problems that are characteristic of the group as a whole.

Mexican-Americans constitute the third largest minority

group in the United States, but they are the largest single

minority in the areas in which they are concentrated (19, P. 1).

A truly accurate estimate of the size of the group is

difficult. According to the 1960 Census Bureau report,

Persons of Spanish Surname, there were approximately 3.5

million native Spanish-speakers in the United States

(14, p. 51). This figure was believed by many to be

inaccurate, for it took into account only the five south-

western states. Newsweek magazine (March 23, 1966) reported

the U. S. Mexican-American population at close to ten million,

while other estimates have ranged as high as ten million

in the southwestern states along. Approximately 80 per cent

of the estimated total Spanish-speaking group resides in the

Southwest (Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and

Texas), though in New Mexico they comprise 40 per cent of

the total population (1, p. 2). In 1966, the low figure or

10
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five million Spanish-surname persons in the Southwest still

represented about 11.8 per cent of the total population of

the five states (20, p. 2). Negroes (18.9 million in 1960)

outnumber persons of Mexican ancestry in the country as a

whole, but not in the Southwest (20, p. 2). In terms of

growth, with a high birth rate and continuous migration, the

group is increasing faster than either native whites or

Negroes. The average annual increase between 1950 and 1960

was 5.1 per cent, against 3,7 for whites and 4.9 for nonwhites

(20, p. 2).

Many officials have decried the poverty which characterizes

the Mexican-American. Lyle Saunders writes that more Mexican-

Americans proportionately than any other population group

live in slum conditions and with improper sanitation

facilities (17, p. 131). They are poorly paid and seem to

hold less prestigious occupations than any of the other major

ethnic groups. In terms of actual income, interstate

comparisons present evidence that Mexican-Americans in Texas

have a lower economic standing than in the other southwestern

states. Disregarding the relationship between income and

educational level, the highest relative income of Spanish-

surname males when compared to that of Anglos is found in

California, where they are also seen to have the highest

educational attainment in comparison to Anglos. "Conversely,

the Spanish surname-Anglo differences on both schooling and

income are largest in Texas" (11, p. 9).
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Frank Cordasco feels that the common denominator of

millions of disadvantaged children in American schools is

poverty. According to him, the ingredients of poverty are

"cultural differences, language handicaps, social alienation,

and disaffection" (9, p. 198). Of families in Texas making

more than $10,000.00 per year in 1960, 14.7 per cent of the

Anglos are found in this category, while 2.7 per cent of the

Spanish-surname families and 1.5 per cent of nonwhite

families are so placed. Families with incomes below $3,000.00

per year include one out of every five Anglo families and

more than one half of the Spanish-surname families (5, p. 50).

The education perspective is also bleak; in most schools

Mexican-Americans drop out readily and in all categories show

inferior achievement (20, p. 39). Mario Obledo, the Director

of the Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund, has stated that

"the Mexican-American has (a lower) educational level than

either blacks or Anglos; the highest dropout rate; and the

highest illiteracy rate" (21, p. 2519). Even more severe is

the congressional finding that "the Spanish-American acquires

less formal education than any other group in our country,

with the exception of the American Indian woman" (2).

In Texas, where Mexican-Americans represent nearly 15 per

cent of the state's population, statistics reveal that

education of the native Spanish speakers is markedly inferior

to that of the other four southwestern states. "Throughout
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the Southwest Mexican-Americans average 7.1 median years of

schooling against 12.1 for Anglos and 9.0 for nonwhites,"

but in Texas, the median educational achievement level is

4.8 years, "a tiny fraction above the four-year cutoff for

functional illiteracy" (20, pp. 22-23). However, these

figures are derived from a study of adults over twenty-five

years of age. The younger Mexicans, fourteen years of age

and older, attain a median of 8.1 years of schooling, which

is a considerable gain (29). In statistical data concerning

enrollment Texas also shows smaller numbers. Enrollment

figures show that Mexicans from ages five to thirty-four number

only a marginal amount below Anglos "in every state except Texas"

(20, p. 26). In fact, the Spanish-surname - Anglo differences

on both schooling and income are largest in Texas (11, p. 9) .

Current enrollments also show that of all ethnic groups

in the Southwest, including Negroes, the Mexican-Americans

are the least successful in keeping teenage children in

school. In 1966 the drop-out rate of Mexican-American children

was 8 to 13 per cent as compared to a national average of

4 per cent for that year (29). Although dropouts are heavy

in all five states, they are heaviest in Texas where, according

to Thomas P. Carter, more than 80 per cent of the Mexican-

American students who begin school do not finish (25, p. 35).

Along the Mexican border of Texas more than 90 per

cent of the Mexican-American pupils drop two grades behind

by the time they reach the fourth grade (25), and this
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retardation is found in varying degrees for Mexican-

American students throughout Texas.

The large population of Spanish speakers in Texas has

a unique feature which complicates and adds urgency to the

study of its needs. While Mexican-Americans make up the

third largest minority, they are among the least "Americanized."

Unlike the other minority groups in Texas and the U. S., the

American-born Mexican is incessantly matched by numbers of

Mexican-born immigrants. Legal immigration of Mexicans from

1954 to 1964 averaged 40,000 per year (20, p. 10). Carey

McWilliams predicts that "since the Southwest is still

expanding, it is reasonable to assume that Mexican immigration,

in substantial volume, will continue for a long time" (19, p. 15).

Mexicans have been able to enter the United States from

Mexico while at all times remaining within a familiar physical

and cultural environment. They have been able to travel

from one end of the Southwest to the other, to live and work

in these areas, while at all times continuing to speak Spanish.

The consistent influx of Mexicans into Texas, the proximity

of Texas to Mexico, and the movement of peoples from one side

of the border to the other are assurances that "for a long

time to come there will be two distinct linguistic and

cultural groups in the Southwest" (7, p. 313).

The migrants' limited knowledge of English has often

forced them to cluster together in communities -- barrios

or colonias. Living in barrios or colonias has provided a
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constant reinforcement of Mexican culture and values.

Luis Hernandez points out that acculturation takes place

through many stages:

On one extreme are those individuals or families
recently arrived from Mexico. They reflect most
strongly Mexican attitudes and behavior, and speak
only Spanish. Groups recently arriving from other
parts of the Southwest reflect less "very Mexican"
behavior and custom patterns and speak different ,
levels of Spanish or English. At the opposite end
away from the Mexican end of the continuum, each
individual or family demonstrates increasing de-
grees of acculturation, has gained a knowledge of
English, and shows attitudes and behavior patterns
more consistent with those of the dominant Anglo
culture (13, p. 14).

Philip D. Ortego identifies the real problem of the

Mexican-American as being the nearness of the mother

country: "For if the Americanization of immigrant groups

from overseas countries takes, let us say, one or two

generations, the Americanization of Mexican immigrants,

if it occurs at all, takes three, four, or five generations"

(23, p. 626).

The process of immigration is of consequence to the

educator for two important reasons. First, the immigrants

from Mexico have only a few years of formal schooling, a

situation which tends to depress the average level of

educational attainment of the group as a whole (5). Second,

Mexican immigrants practice the "preservation of the Spanish

language within family, kinship, and fellowship circles"

(5, p. 64). This puts their children at a major dis-

advantage when they enter school, and it sets them apart



from the majority group which may instigate in these children

a sense of inferiority. Their command of Spanish is often

limited to the spoken word; consequently, Mexican immigrants

suffer a handicap in reading and writing even the native

language.

Despite the popular idea of the "melting pot," in which

all cultures in the United States should fuse to become our

one great common culture, Spanish appears to persist as the

predominant language used in the home even among families

that have resided in the U. S. for four generations (1, p. 3).

The extent to which Spanish is necessary in communication

with family members is indicated by a study made in

San Antonio in 1965., Interviews with 600 Mexican-American

adults showed that 71 per cent of husbands and wives spoke

only Spanish to each other, and 2 per cent spoke only English.

Of grandparents 94 per cent spoke only Spanish to their

children, and 89 per cent spoke only Spanish to their grand-

children. Interviews with 9th grade Mexican-American students

revealed a greater use of English, but even among their

families 79 per cent of grandparents used only Spanish and

8 per cent used only English. Of parents 31 per cent spoke

Spanish only and 16 per cent only English (28, p. 2). A more

recent study conducted in Laredo, Texas, found the use of

Spanish in the home to be more frequent than was previously

believed. Data confirmed that, based on the sociological

patterning of Laredo, the area encompassed by the present

16
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Laredo Indpendent School District, the boundaries of which

are the old city limits, had become increasingly Spanish-

speaking. In over 7 per cent more homes of 1969 graduates

of Laredo High School than in those of 1965, Spanish was

spoken Always or Most of the Time (10, p. 20).

The Southwest Spanish area is a vast one, covering

one-third of the country, 1700 miles from east to west.

While there are variations, it reflects at the same time a

tremendous linguistic unity, attested by the mutual intelli-

gibility among millions of speakers, reduced somewhat by

lexical variations. It is common knowledge that any language

spoken over a wide area will develop variants, but there is

some controversy concerning the degree of variation. Certainly

not all Spanish-speaking children have the same language

system even more than all English-speaking children do.

Some of their families have come to the U. S. from Puerto

Rico, Cuba, and various parts of Mexico. Others have lived

for generations in parts of the nation where various

dialects of Spanish have developed. When one considers that

there are social dialects within the regional ones, the

language problem seems very complex indeed. Jacob Ornstein

points out that the appellation "Southwest Spanish" itself

must be used with caution, since "it is nothing more or less

than a useful portmanteau term covering a considerable number

of language varieties" (22, p. 165).
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Raven I. MeDavid defines a dialect as "a habitual

variety of a language, regional or social. It is set off

from all other such habitual varieties by a unique combination

of language features: words and meanings, grammatical forms,

phrase structures, pronunciations, patterns of stress and

intonation"(16, p. 359). As noted in Chapter I of this

paper, changes in both standard Spanish and Southwest Spanish

have occurred since the two dialects have had a separate

existence, and they no longer fully correspond. Spanish

speakers of the Southwest, because of historical circumstance

and social f actors, have created their own dialect. In the

United States Spanish has been out off from its traditional

written sources and is transmitted from generation to

generation as an almost purely spoken minority language,

usually in an environment in which the English-speaking

population is economically and technologically dominant.

John Sharp designates colloquial Spanish an "impoverished

language," one which has been culturally "beheaded" by its

forced separation from its own literary heritage (27, p. 212).

According to Alfred Bruce Gaarder, there are four types

of Spanish spoken in the Southwest: the Spanish spoken by

the oldest generation, the closest to standard Spanish, but

containing many archaic forms known only to readers of

sixteenth-century literature; the language of the middle

generation, keeping the archaic and obsolete forms and adding

a large vocabulary of Anglicisms developed to meet the needs
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of trade or business; the speech of the youngest group,

increasing the confusion by the use of slang expressions

which may be current among their schoolmates and forgotten

the next year; and, finally, the language of the city gangs,

most similar to the third group but with the addition of

sinister expressions and private terms of double meaning,

of ten used as a secret language (12, p. 330).

The Southwestern dialect is especially rich in its use

of slang and loan words. Borrowings from English are numerous

and have been for some time. In 1917 Dr. Aurelion M. Espinosa

listed some 300 words of Anglo-American origin which had

been incorporated into the Spanish language after first

being hispanicized (18, p. 291). Most of the words had been

borrowed from necessity rather than choice, for they related,

in the main, to commodities, practices, things, and concepts

for which there was no Spanish equivalent (at least not in

the geographical area studied). Many of them had to do with

commercial, industrial, and political practices unknown to

the Spanish population prior to the American conquest as

shown by the fact that more than 50 per cent of the terms

had been incorporated after 1880 (18).

In another language study, the compilers of Vocabulario

Espanol de Texas listed the following among many terms that

had been hispanicized: elevator (alevador), aspirin

aspirin) with milk (amicado), back up (baqtuear),

blowout (bloaut), boycott (boicotear), to cash (cachar),
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clutch (cloch), crank (cranque), to cheat (chitear), detour

(detur), score (escor), to scratch (escrachar), to fool

(fulear), wiper (giper), lipstick (lipistic), magazine

(maacin) , to park (parquear), puppy (2ope), to push (puchar),

sink (sinc), switch (suiche), and to type (taipiar) (6).

In still another list, J. Donald Bowen added lonche (lunch),

troca (truck), bil (bill), bos (boss), renta (rent),

j (haul), ppel (newspaper), casa de cortes (courthouse),

sitijol (city hall), gto (caterpillar), mnquina de lavar

(washing machine), mama grande (grandma), gaselin (gasoline),

greda (road grader), crocha (rock crusher) bumper (bumper),

trele (trailer), buichale (bushel), chatego'n (shotgun), and

londre (laundry) (,3, p. 160).

In the speech of the city gangs the fusion of the two

languages is probably the most apparent. One of the primary

uses of this argot, or cab, is that it provides protection

to its speakers; it has been said to be "equally unintelligible

to the English-speaking as to the Spanish-speaking" (24, p. 11).

Haldeen Braddy states that the real contribution of the gangs

is their speech coinages (4, p. 262). Following are some of

their inventions or fusions as reported by Lurline Coltharp

in her linguistic study of the criminal calo of El Paso,

The Tongue of the Tirilones: birria (beer), bonque (a bunk

or bed), braca (a break or opportunity), brecas (car brakes),

camarado (friend), chainiar (to shine), chuteando (shoot basket -

basketball), cono (ice cream cone), carg (dope),
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cabareteando (night clubbing), daime (dime), craca (a joke),

crepa (restroom), de dulce (queer), dompear (to throw away

or vomit), draivear (to drive), empistolado (anyone wearing

a gun), estudiar (to stare at girls), fila (knife),

flangear (to flunk), fones (the comics), guaino (drunkard),

juila (bicycle), tichar (to teach), grifa (marijuana),

hacer a la glue (to sniff glue), huevos (testicles), u

(jail), lechuga (money), tirar i ag (urinate), jefe (father),

estuliar (to inform or "stool") (8).

The Mexican-American living in Texas includes within

his linguistic repertory a great number of characteristics

of the standard Spanish dialect, but he also displays many

characteristics of the popular Mexican dialect. This subject

is too extensive to be included in any detail in this paper,

but the following traits, taken from El Dialecto Chicano de

Texas, are typical: the weakening or loss of the fricatives

(lado - lao, usted -ust, v nonos - amanos), generally

intervocalic or final; the aspiration of the sibilant

(nosotros nohotros); cases of metathesis (pared

, le a - luen); cases of epenthesis (lamer -

lamber, mucho - muncho); the mono-syllabication of the

hiatuses (toalla - tualla, teatro - tiatro); and the loss of

the unaccented and pretonic syllables (ahogar - hogar,

acabar - cabar, necesita - necita, alrededor - alredor).

Generally the verb roots are simplified, maintaining only

one, and reducing the conjugations to two (pido, , pride,
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pidemos, piden; entienda, entiendan, entiendanos in place of

pedimos and entendamos). The form fuera is substituted

for hubiera (Si Yo f'uera sabido . . .) and los is used for

nos (Los fuimos). The suffixes of the first person plural

are changed from moes to nos if the words are proparoxytonic.

The morphological rule for the second person singular suffix

is generalized (comes, comias, comistes/comites). The

imperfect form is utilized in place of the conditional, and

the imperfect subjunctive is also lost in many eases

(. . . como si era duefia del apartamento) (15).

Walter Craig Davidson states that "Tex-Mex, having no

indigenous literature to stabilize grammar, vocabulary or

syntax, has about the same linguistic connection with formal

Spanish as does vulgar Rumanian with formal Latin" (10, p. 29).

Nevertheless, the basic grammatical construction of utter-

ances in Southwest Spanish will not diverge significantly

from other Spanish dialects. The deviation of this type of

dialect from the so-called standard language will stem from

the fact that these constructions will be filled with dialect

forms from Peninsular and American Spanish, neologisms, loan

words, and old Spanish words, including some that have taken

on new meanings. According to Janet Sawyer, "no matter how

diverse Tex-Mex may be in its vocabulary, the records prove

that it is almost identical in its phonology to Mexican

Spanish" (26, p. 43,).
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The language pattern in the Southwest has, of course,

a number of variable factors, It varies in relation to the

numerical proportion between Anglos and Hispanos in any

one place, the age of a community, whether the people are

rural or urban, the degree of isolation, the history of

social relations in the community and many other factors.

Despite these variables and repeated predictions in the

past that the use of Spanish would disappear, the bilin.

gualism of the American Southwest has stedfastly resisted

invasion and remains quite stable. This stability can be

attributed primarily to centuries of co-existence of both

the Hispano and Anglo speech communities and their cultures.

Throughout the Southwest, elements of the two cultures have

thrown out constant and continuous circles of influence over

one another, yet respective life styles have been different

and vigorous enough to preserve the basic characteristics

of each group.

The proximity of Mexico encourages frequent family

contacts across the border and serves to promote a steady

influx of individuals seeking job opportunities. In addition,

Mexico functions as a dynamic sociocultural - linguistic

matrix. These elements have combined to prevent the complete

creolization of Spanish and to prevent it from becoming

extremely archaic in form.
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CHAPTER III

BILINGUALISM AND THE LANGUAGE

PROBLEM

The greatest barrier to the academic achievement of

the Spanish-speaking child has generally been recognized

to be language. The degree of language handicap exhibited

by children with Spanish-language backgrounds in an English-

language classroom setting is sufficiently great to explain

much of their academic underachievement and high dropout

rate. The Mexican-American child learns the language of

his parents and becomes a member of their culture just as

all children do. He comes to school speaking Spanish, a

language which has shaped his environment, his experiences,

and his very personality. Special problems are created

when this first language and culture are supplemented or

even replaced by a second language and culture which are

imposed upon him by the larger society. But for the

Mexican-American child the family unit, vastly more than the

school, provides a foundation of emotional and material

security that remains with him through his entire life.

Therefore, the family will always come first, Once this
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fact is understood, it will become clear that school is

not a stage in the Mexican-American youngster's life so much

as a means toward an end.

Although today many Mexican-American children, perhaps

even a majority, are bilingual, the level of bilingualism

may vary greatly. Luis Hernandez reports that Mexican-

American students are of five general types:

1. Students who are more Anglo than Mexican, and
who speak more English than Spanish.

2. Students who are more Mexican than Anglo and
speak more Spanish than English.

,3. Students who are about half Mexican and half
Anglo: they speak a hodge-podge which is known
in some Mexican communities as pocho.

4. Students who speak absolutely no English and
are Mexican in all senses of the word.

5. Migrant students who could be any of the above
but generally are of the fourth type (8, p. 26$,

Essentially Spanish-speaking children are non-verbal in

English in their early school years. However, they come to

school with considerable competence in their native tongue,

and though the language they speak is sometimes limited

because of their age and background, it has been and continues

to be a useful form of' communication for them. An assumption

often voiced is that disadvantaged children are non-verbal

or are verbally deprived and have an enormous difficulty

expressing themselves. Some authorities have gone to great

lengths to demonstrate and explain the supposed verbal and

cognitive deficiencies which resulted from their deprived
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culture and environment. Consequently, there has arisen a

rather firm belief that disadvantaged children are basically

inarticulate. In 1967, Albar Peta made a study of basic

sentence patterns and fundamental transformations, the results

of which suggest that their native language is more developed

than most educators would have expected (13). There is

overwhelming evidence to show that both middle-class and

non-middle-class children, no matter what their native

language, dialect, or ethnic background, have control of a

fully formed grammatical system at age five or six (6).

Educators have generally considered Tex-Mex to be so

substandard that they sometimes refer to children who speak

it as alingual. In PeaIa's study, however, when the children

were asked to respond spontaneously to an object or given

situation pertinent to their experiential background, in

most instances they responded in complete and correct

grammatical constructions. It was also evident that even

though the children possessed "complete grammatical

constructions" in their native language, the noun and verb

slots were often filled with words borrowed from English or

English words they had hispanicized (13, P. 158). In general,

their oral language in Spanish lacks the vocabulary

refinement to overcome so-called Americanisms, nonstandard

words and forms that they find necessary to include in their

vocabulary in order to express themselves in the dominant

culture they are entering. The basic vocabulary, having to
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do with the home, everyday objects,, common human relation-

ships, etc., is, on the whole, fairly standard Spanish; but

once the Spanish-speaking child leaves the confines of his

home and experiences the technologically-oriented Anglo-

American world, his family and peer group oriented Spanish

vocabulary is no longer adequate for his needs. Accordingly,

to find useful devices for extending his vocabulary in

Spanish, he accepts from the dominant Anglo culture English

words and phrases designating objects, customs, and

relationships that did not previously form part of his

traditional Spanish background. If the appropriateness of

language is to be judged on the basis of standard American

Spanish or the particular English dialect used in the class-

room situation, then Spanish-speaking children appear to be

somewhat deficient. Pena cautions, however, that in

assessing these deficiencies, one must bear in mind the age

level and maturity of these children and also the back-

ground that engendered the language they possess (13, p. 159).

It has been almost a truism that bilingualism has an

adverse effect on intellectual functioning. Yet, a study

by Elizabeth Peal and Wallace Lambert, with children matched

on other variables such as social environment, shows

bilingual children functioning at a "far superior" level

than monolinguals on both verbal and non-verbal tasks

(12, p. 121). There is little reason to doubt that the

major cause of low educational achievement levels of the
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Spanish-American child lies with ethnocentric schools which

treat him as a native speaker of English. A. Bruce Gaarder

of the U. S. Office of Education stated at the Southwest

Council of Foreign Language Teachers Conference in

November, 1965: "The greatest barrier to the Mexican-

American childt s scholastic achievement . . . is that the

schools, reflecting the dominant view of the dominant culture,

want the child to grow up as another Anglo" (15, p. 320).

For teachers to assume that tests administered on a nation-

wide or statewide scale, because of their linguistic and

cultural bias, are going to provide equally fair evaluations

of Mexican-American and Anglo-American children is absurd.

A good deal of research is needed for the development of

reliable tests for Mexican-Americans, and a more immediate

need is for teachers to realize that present tests are usually

unfair to these students.

When groups of people on markedly different socio-

economic levels speak different langUages, such as English

and Spanish, then the use of either language carries with

it enormous emotional sensitivity. The dominant group tends

to consider its language superior to that of the subordinate

group, and often the subordinate group is influenced to hold

the same opinions. Sociolinguistically, there is rarely,

if ever, absolute equality o function and prestige in any

bilingual situation, even where this is officially proclaimed.

Political and social organizations are such that there is
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almost unfailingly one dominant prestige group whose

language and culture have reached a preferential position.

Official bilingualism can be said to exist only in New Mexico,

where laws require use of both Spanish and English in public

documents. School policy, which is largely based on local

option, is often bitterly divided on whether Spanish should

be allowed on school grounds at all, a dispute causing

resentfulness and frustration among many parents and their

children. Although an influential portion of our leading

educators and linguists have vigorously advocated bilingual

schooling, with equal time to both Spanish and English as

languages of instruction, the growth of such facilities,

because of expense and concomitant changes required in the

existing school structure, has been slow. In 1957 school

officials in Driscoll, Texas, even asked the courts to

restrain parents from speaking any language but English in

the presence of their school-age children and to restrain

them from allowing their children to associate with anyone

who did not speak English (9).

The Mexican-American child's frustrations, arising from

his ineffectiveness as a communicator and from ridicule

and teasing which other students may direct at him, may

prove to be damaging to him, particularly if he is a timid

person to begin with. Unable to succeed in school, the

child may become a frustrated and confused person, doubting

his worth and that of his home. Loss of self-confidence and
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sense of security often cause the youngster to develop

extreme introversion and shyness, or he may become very

aggressive and antisocial. He may be schizophrenic, for most

bilinguals, according to Christophersen, feel a pull in

opposite directions which threatens their personality

(4, p. 9). The bilingual awkwardly straddles two cultures.

He rejects many aspects of being Mexican while holding on to

certain others, for he has no real identity as an Anglo. He

lacks the sophistication to successfully adopt Anglo

characteristics and is rejected. By way of reaction the

bilinguals may become a group unto themselves. Much of the

emotional stress and tension will center on the family. After

being exposed to a second language in school, the Spanish-

language child may develop a sense of shame and guilt regarding

the language of his family and may direct this into feelings

of arrogance, contempt, hatred, rejection, and avoidance

toward his parents (11, p. 136). Parents may consider the

child disrespectful. He may lack group identification and

even be adversely affected in his character formation.

If the Mexican-American child is punished for speaking

Spanish in. school, he may well be less likely to do so in

the future. But the effect of punishment is not to weaken

behavior but rather only to suppress it. The behavior does

not really disappear; it is held down by fear of punishment.

The result is not that the child begins to speak English

rather than Spanish, but, more likely, that he will stop
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talking in school altogether (7, p. 226). Forbidden to

speak Spanish at school, the child, of course, with relief

returns to his home tongue once released from his teachers'

confining discipline.

In the preliminary phase of the mathematics project of

the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, an attempt

was made to identify certain characteristics of Mexican-

American families that may affect educational achievement

of children. Data were collected and analyzed for 263 high

school students (grades 7-12) in a southwest community.

Results of a preliminary analysis suggest that Mexican-

American children may not have as much confidence in their

ability to succeed in school as do their classmates. Achieve-

ment in both English and mathematics appears to be highly

affected by the child's confidence in his ability to succeed

in school. Results of the study suggest that it may be

possible to improve academic performance of many Mexican-

American students by proper design of educational programs (2).

Because the level of achievement of the Mexican-American

is usually lower than that of the Anglo, it can be conjectured

that educators have failed to construct a program that deals

with the total complexities of the Mexican student. More

specifically, although it is taken for granted that the

Mexican-American has a language problem, the nature of this

problem is seldom investigated. When pupils are taught

English in segregated classes before being exposed to regular
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classroom instruction, the results are still not wholly

satisfactory. In competition with Anglos, the Mexican-

American is edged out, because he cannot yet function

successfully with the English language. When his language

skill enables him to compete on a more equitable basis,

he is then bewildered by classwork of which he had not

earlier grasped the fundamentals (10). Speaking before a

subcommittee of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of

the United States Senate, A. Bruce Gaarder asserted that

bilingualism can be a great asset, or it can be a great

liability. He says, "In our schools millions of these

youngsters have been cheated or damaged or both by well-

intentioned but ill-informed educational policies which have

made of their bilingualism an ugly disadvantage in their

lives" (5).

Bilingualism can be both a powerful disruptive force

and a potential source of enrichment for mankind. In the

past an attempt was made to control this force by destroying

it. Educators are now becoming aware of the riches and

resources they have sacrificed to unity and are increasingly

more appreciative of the cultural groups that have resisted

their conscious, and unconscious, policies of homogenization.

Texas is now showing more concern for the education of its

bilingual students. The Southwest Council of Foreign Language

Teachers in El Paso (now renamed the Southwest Council for

Bilingual Education) has devoted itself almost solely, and
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boards to allow Mexican-American pupils to use Spanish as

their language of instruction and to study English as a

second language until their command of English is great

enough for English to take over as one of the languages of

instruction, at which point instruction in the various

courses can be divided between English and Spanish (17).

Although bilinguals have been populous since the

beginning of Texas statehood, only in 1964 was a program of

instruction in both Spanish and English put into action.

Bilingual instruction was hampered by a Texas law, which

prohibited the use of any language other than English for

purposes of instruction. But the Texas Education Agency's

Prin le and Standards for Accreditin Elementary and

Secondary Schools provided for bilingual instruction on an

experimental basis. The revised edition of this publication,

which allowed for voluntary establishment of bilingual

schools, was adopted by the State Board of Education in

July, 1969 (16, p. 14).

Since 1964 several state and federal agencies have been

formed or enlarged to aid bilingual education; the National

Defense Education Act provides part-time consultative services

of its Institute Director. The State Legislature reinforced

bilingual education efforts by passing House Bill 107 in 1969.
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This bill authorizes bilingual instruction in Texas schools

desiring such instruction even though English is to remain

the basic means of instruction (3, pp. 2-3).

Further evidence of concern and help for bilingual

education has been the passage in 1968 of the Bilingual

Education Act, which is Title VII of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965. This act authorizes funds

and support for the establishment of educational programs in

two languages: the native language of the pupil as well as

English can be used for teaching until the student has

mastered English (14, p. 3). The Bilingual Education Act

is aimed at children three to eighteen years of age who come

from an area in which English is not the dominant language.

An important facet of the act is its recognition "that the

non-English language of a child can have an effective role

in his education" (16, p. 24).

Whether the bilingualism of a child is to be a strong

asset or a negative factor in his life depends on the

education he receives in both languages (1, p. 3), and Texas

is aware of its lack of complete success in educating the

Mexican-American. The Mexican-American remains alienated

to a great degree from the Anglo society, and the attitudes

held by both Mexican-Americans and Anglos often reinforce

this alienation. The fact that many linguists, teachers,

and administrators now realize that there is an indivisible

interaction between language and culture and that biculturalism



may be a primary concern promises hope that bilingual

education in the future will offer the student a more sub-

stantial instruction than it has previously done. At the

same time it would serve to give the Mexican-American a

more positive attitude toward the worth of his own language

and culture.
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CHAPTER IV

THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND ITS FINDINGS

"The irony is that where Spanish-speaking children are

at an age that would make it easy and relatively inexpensive

to help them maintain and improve their language we do all

we can to destroy it" (1, p. 158). One of the greatest

anomalies in the foreign language development policies in

American education is the situation in our high schools

which results in the bilingual Mexican-American student's

making some of the lowest grades in the Spanish class. Too

often the teacher has a low level of competence in the foreign

language, and he has been known to explain his inability to

communicate with Mexican-American students by saying the

Spanish he teaches and speaks is "Castilian." A sad case

of "culture shock" awaits the Mexican-American student who

learns upon entering secondary school that his speech is

totally unacceptable. A child of Spanish-language background

can but be dismayed to learn that his accent, grammar, and

vocabulary are considered impure. The fact that deficiency

in English may cause a student to fall behind or drop out

is tragic enough, but when the Mexican-American realizes

that even in the study of his own language his particular

speech habits prevent him from performing as English-speaking

children do, he may begin again to resent not only his

language, but also his culture and himself.
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If language cannot be used as an elaborating form of

communication, school loses much of its socializing and

teaching capabilities, regardless of the curriculum content.

As a consequence, for a significant number of native Spanish

speakers, functional motivation may not exist in terms of

the learning strategies demanded by the school. This is

particularly true when the teacher uses a book and methods

geared exclusively to the supposed needs of the monolingual

majority of the class. The Mexican-American student, who

probably has more mastery of Spanish than his Anglo

classmates will ever have, too often sits confused and

neglected, concluding that there is something wrong with the

language he speaks and with himself for speaking it. As a

result, the negative properties associated with lower-class

and minority group status tend to become reinforced, and for

such students language becomes an effective tool only when

it has adequate feedback properties in communicating with

peers or others who share the particular subculture. Martin

Deutsch has identified this breakdown in communication as

probably a major operative variable which leads to a high

dropout rate (8, p. 223).

The student's confidence, his appetite for learning,

his joy of existence are all better assured if he is able

to communicate in his accustomed speech. His understanding

of himself as a human being becomes a most dominant factor

in his interaction with the society where he must function.



Theodore Andersson has termed the failure to encourage

Spanish-speaking children to speak Spanish, as is commonly

done in school and on the playground, an "educational sin"

and an "unthinking, inconsiderate, and self-defeating policy

to destroy non-English languages" (1, p. 158).

The need for Mexican-American students to become fluent

in Spanish as well as proficient in English has become of

prime importance in the Southwest. Armando Rodriguez names

several substantial reasons why it is imperative:

1. A student's capabilities in Spanish are important
in the search for self-image. Ability in his
native language gives him an opportunity to make
a unique contribution to the enrichment of his
school, which places him in a position of status
so necessary to strengthen his inner fight for a
positive position in his new society.

2. The Anglo and Negro children who hear the
Mexican-American using his native language on
the playground with freedom and confidence will
have new respect for him and who he is and what
he is.

3. Language fluency will strengthen his retention
of his cultural heritage.

4. The ability and desire to communicate with
all members of the family and the cultural
community is most important. Parents or grand-
parents may not be very competent in another
language.

5. Our nation will have conserved and used a
valuable human resource (12, p. 3).

Basic to any language program which involves users of

non-standard speech is the need to reinforce that group's

self-image as speakers of their native language. If the

acceptable norm in a class is based on the work of the
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typical middle-class Anglo, the culturally different student

often has failure predetermined for him. Teachers must be

continually alert to the differences in languages, values,

and customs and seek to understand their students as real

people. Otherwise the native Spanish speaker who must learn

standard Spanish as the only acceptable "dialect" develops

insecurity instead of security. A powerful educational

group in the Southwest recently endorsed the point of view

that the Mexican-American school dropout is suffering primarily

from lack of self-esteem (11, p. 40). Emory Davis reports

that his experience as a teacher of Mexican-American

bilinguals has given him the impression that in most cases

the students are ignorant of or indifferent to their

"linguistic pearl of great price which they at least partly

own." He states: "Even more, one feels that the student

has the attitude that his bilingual ability is nothing to be

proud of, indeed, that it sets him off in a not altogether

desirable way" (7, p. 206).

Janet Sawyer reports that bilinguals interviewed for

her San Antonio survey were so determined to erase any

influence of their low-prestige language upon their use of

English that they treated Spanish words in two very special

ways:

First, Spanish words that they could not avoid in
English received different pronunciations depending
upon who was listening. Second, Spanish words
that could be avoided were not used even though
they were the typical regional terms in the English-
speaking community (13, p. 435).
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Research in El Paso revealed similar findings. Lurline

Coltharp says the linguistic features of the total language

pattern of the area seem to be typical of border communities

in a great many ways: "Spanish is rated as the school subject

in which the children do most poorly. They are ashamed of

the level of their Spanish. They use English in school and

on the job" (5, p. 30). High school graduates of Laredo

interviewed by Walter Craig Davidson consistently ranked

Spanish as one of their least favorite classes, and "there

was an abundance of evidence that the required formal study

of Spanish on the high school level was not appreciated by

the graduates" (6, p. 29).

Clearly, the language teacher plays a central role in

this situation. Given the natural insecurities of minority

ethnic groups in American public schools and their special

linguistic problems, the ideal teacher is one whose name

and appearance unmistakably identifies him as a member of

the same group. However, in Texas, where at least one

Texan out of seven speaks Spanish natively, only about one

out of every four teachers of Spanish is a native speaker

(1, p. 158). William Madsen warns that a teacher's awareness

of value conflicts in instruction of a Mexican-American

child may not be enough. The fact that teachers must spend

considerable time correcting various "handicaps" of native

Spanish speakers, such as non-standard dialect, "may easily

change for the worse their real or apparent attitude toward
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these pupils" (9, p. 39). A cultural conflict often occurs

between the Mexican-American child and the Anglo teacher

within the classroom situation. The more weighted the class

curriculum is toward the middle-class Anglo expectations,

the more difficult it will be for the Mexican-American child

to participate. Punishment for adherence to his own culture

results in loss of identity for the Mexican-American student

and increases his tendency toward what may be termed deviant

behavior. In this manner teachers violate the very concepts

of individual and group worth that they should be trying to

strengthen. Madsen states: "The desire to change someone

implies a disapproval of what they are even if their

'deviancy' is attributed to societal rather than moral

failings. To allow a pupil to sense such disapproval can

prove disastrous" (9, p. 40).

In spite of the apparent advantages of having teachers

who are native speakers, even their effectiveness is often

quite limited. Gerard J. Brault reports that in a

"surprisingly large number of cases," having a teacher with

the same background is merely an added source of embarrass-

ment to the student, "notably at the secondary school level"

(3, p. 68). Concerning teachers who are native speakers

he states:

A great deal more is expected of him than of the
average teacher and the slightest idiosyncrasy or
hint of professional incompetence is magnified in
the eyes of the ethnic child who dreads being
stigmatized by association with such persons.



Most mother tongue teachers employed in
public schools are painfully aware that their
colleagues tend to look down upon their linguistic
and professional competence and many react by
becoming aggressively overconfident about their
ability and chauvinistic about their nationality or,
more characteristically perhaps, may find it
difficult not to yield from time to time to the
temptation of poking fun at the dialectal traits
of their students who happen to be fellow
ethnics (3, p. 68).

A recent study of about 200 ethnic-group schools in various

parts of the United States concludes that mother-tongue

teachers generally do not seem to view themselves as

powerful factors in language maintenance. Lack of accomplish-

ment on the part of native-speaking pupils is attributed

primarily to parental apathy or opposition to the mother

tongue, which the teacher frequently views as "not being

among the most prestigious in the United States." The

conclusion is made that generally the native-speaking teacher

"has either ceased being a believer in language maintenance

or is hanging on to this belief in the face of very dis-

couraging odds" (3, p. 68).

Another serious obstacle in the path of the native

Spanish speaker is class material that presents a standard

which encourages him to denigrate or reject the language

of his parents. Students who have spoken a language all

their lives are expected to begin again and forget the

forms they have already learned. Even textbooks which are

designed for American speakers of Spanish have as one of

their objects the modification of vernacular Spanish.

47
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Typical is a textbook by Pauline Baker, which in its

preface states:

. . . estamos presenciando una decadencia
lamentable del espaiiol de los Estados Unidos
. . . . Cada dia se hace sentir mis la necesidad
de corregir los errores del mal espasol que se
debe evitar y de desarrollar el buen espaol que
se debe emplear . . . . El propdsito a que se ha
dedicado la presente obra es ayudar a los alumnos
norteamericanos de origen espafWol a hablar y
escribir tan bien como lea sea possible la lengua
que aprendieron en su hogar (2).

Dialects which are different and distinct from the school

standard are changed, whenever possible, in spite of evidence

that the situation of Mexican-Americans as a "deprived,

submerged people" may well be due to the fact that "our

educational system does not allow their children to build

upon the linguistic and cultural system which has been

provided for them by their parents" (4, p. 163).

Such rejection of vernacular Spanish has certainly not

gone unnoticed by Mexican-American students, and its effect

is visible on many college campuses. James H. Ward relates

that at a convention of the Modern Language Association a

colleague questioned the Chicano moderator on why Spanish

departments did not form natural nuclei for Chicano studies.

The answer indicated several factors, but outstanding among

them was the fact that the Chicano did not want to associate

with the Spanish departments because they were "too formal

and too irrelevant" (14, p. 893). Similarly, a colleague

wrote Ward from California that "Chicanos here hate Spanish
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teachers because they are so traditional and ignorant

of the Chicano language of Calcl or Pocho" (14, p. 893).

Not only are most educators not cognizant of non-

standard Chicano forms, some do not even know who the

Chicanos are. In A New Look at the Attributes of the

Mexican-American E. J. Casavantes states: "But to speak

Spanish well, to enjoy Mexican music and Mexican food, to

periodically recall the customs and ways of life of Spain

and of Mexico, these are truly Chicano" (6, p. xxi).

Davidson remarks that based on these characteristics there

are undoubtedly more Anglos who qualify as Chicanos than

there are Mexican-Americans (6, p. xxi).

During the spring of 1972 a course on Mexican-American

dialectology was offered at the University of Texas at Austin.

Some students, almost all Mexican-Americans, prepared works

about their Texas dialect. The completed works were printed

with this prefatory statement:

Esperamos que estos trabajos despiertan mas
interest en nuestra habla y que los profesores que
se interesen en enselarnos un dialecto standard de
espaniol en las escuelas lo hagan conscientes de
nuestro dialecto y de nuestras reglas gramaticales.
El hablar un dialecto no-standard no es un obstaculo
para el aprendizaje de n dialecto standard o de
otras lenguas. El obstaculo es la profesora
ignorante de todo aquello que no sea la norma y
repleta de prejuicios burgueses (10, p. vi).

One student in the course, in introducing a list

of Chicano expressions, says:
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The invention of many of these terms came
from our people that many report cards and I. Q.
tests show, are dumb. Many of us never went to
school but society forgot, that there is more than
one way to measure intelligence. Our intelligence
has never been measured, it has only been supressed
by the white man's tests and has been offended by
the Mexican-Americans that have been weak and
accepted the Anglo's measurements (10, p. 14).

Amalia Rodriguez, another student, compiled

Un Dictionary Chicano. In answer to her question c Por

Que un Dictionary Chicano? she states:

Porque ya estamos cansados de ser acusados de que
nuestro dialecto no sea aceptado como "standard"
porque no esta escrito en la, literatura, o que se
yo. Este diccionario nadamas es una pequenia parte
de una tarea that is long overdue and we, as
Chicano students owe it to our Raza. Ojal este
sea un comienzo hacia la escritura y la aceptacic'n
de nuestro dialecto (10, p. 24).

Since it has been our public school tradition either

to ignore the non-standard Spanish dialects of its students

or to discourage their use, this paper is concerned chiefly

with a research effort designed to reveal the attitude of

Mexican-American teenage students toward their Texas Spanish.

For this purpose a questionnaire was devised and administered

to 217 bilinguals with Spanish surnames. The survey was

administered in six schools in five cities in Texas. The

purpose was to achieve as broad a sampling as possible, but

in the end the locations chosen were chiefly determined by

the availability of certain teachers in those schools who had

agreed to administer the questionnaires to their Mexican-

American students. The schools represented are Laredo
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Junior High School in Laredo, W. W. Jackson Middle School

in San Antonio, Marf'a High School in Marf'a, Brownsville High

School in Brownsville, Thomas Jefferson High School in San

Antonio, and L. G. Pinkston High School in Dallas. Contacts

were made in several other locations, but in these cases

either there was no initial response from persons contacted

or completed questionnaires were never returned. Research

in Fort Worth was denied by a policy of Fort Worth Public

Schools which prohibits data gathering for any academic degree

below a doctorate.

Students included in the survey were teenagers from

thirteen through nineteen years of age in grade levels

eight through twelve. It was supposed that young Mexican-

Americans of this age group would possess the reading

capability demanded by the questionnaire and would probably

be aware of the status of colloquial Spanish in their

respective schools.

The questionnaire itself consisted of four pages,

one page containing a brief introduction and three pages of

actual questions. (Refer to Appendix A.)

The first three questions of the survey were designed

to check the bilingualism of the students and to determine

which language was learned first and which was learned as a

second language.
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Parents were the subjects of questions 4 through 7.

The central purpose of these questions was to test the

relationship between the language used in the home by

parents and the first language named by students. The

bilingualism of the parents was also examined, and students

whose parents spoke both English and Spanish were asked to

rate their parents' capabilities in the second language.

Question 8 sought to determine whether Spanish or

English would be used by the students in an informal situation

in which either language could be used.

Questions 9 through 14 dealt with the use of Spanish in

the school and on the school grounds. Questions relating

to the attitudes of teachers and students toward the use

of two languages was a major part of this section.

The portion of the questionnaire comprised of questions

15 through 30 treated more specifically the subject of the

students' self-concepts. Students indicated their preference

among popular terms used to designate persons of Mexican

descent. Some estimation of the students' exposure to

spoken Spanish was attempted in question 16. The students who

had studied Spanish formally were asked to make comparison

and value judgments between Spanish as taught in the class-

room and Spanish as spoken by the students outside school.

Questions 20 and 21 endeavored to determine whether or not

a non-standard dialect was used by students and their

parents. The purpose of the next question was to indicate
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the students' images of themselves as speakers of Spanish

as compared to their parents. To achieve some token of the

parents' orientation toward the use of Spanish by their

children the students were asked if their parents would

rather have them speak English than Spanish.

Students were asked to give their interpretation of the

term "Tex-Mex" to see whether or not the students associated

this title with non-standard Spanish. They were next asked

to state whatever term they used to refer to the type of

Spanish they spoke themselves.

The intent of question 26 was to show the identification

of the students with English-speaking Americans. Again in

question 27 the students chose between using English and

Spanish in a given situation, this time in a formal setting --

a television interview. In the next question, students who

chose to speak Spanish, for whatever reason, were asked to

indicate a choice between formal Spanish and colloquial

Spanish, or to indicate that no difference exists between

the two levels.

Probably the most basic and direct questions in relation

to the students' self-images as speakers of Spanish were

whether or not they were satisfied with the way they spoke

and whether they did or did not plan to continue speaking

Spanish.
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The final questionnaire section, questions 31 through

33, treated more specifically a comparison of standard and

non-standard Spanish terms. Having students state Spanish

terms they would use in place of given English nouns and

verb forms indicated whether a student did or did not use

certain non-standard forms.

The students' awareness of the status levels of various

Spanish words and phrases was examined in question 32.

Finally, students were asked to indicate any difficulty in

comprehension of the written Spanish sentences.

Since only Spanish-English bilinguals were considered

for the survey, all 217 students included in the final

evaluation stated that they spoke both English and Spanish.

Approximately ten questionnaires of other students were

rejected because of monolingual ability only.

Spanish was named by 140 students as the language they

first learned to speak. For 64 students English was learned

first, and 13 stated that they learned English and Spanish

simultaneously. Figures were proportionally correct for

the second language. The 140 students who learned Spanish

first said they learned English second, while the 64 who

spoke English first learned Spanish as a second language.

Again 13 students stated that they learned both at the same

time.
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Supposedly similar figures would exist in relation

to the language usually used by parents in the home.

However, 156 students asserted that their parents usually

used Spanish at home and only 32 English. Both languages

were used in the homes of 22 students. The discrepancy

between the number who stated that they learned Spanish

first (140) and the number who said that Spanish was the

language usually spoken in the home (156) was especially

prevalent among the San Antonio respondents. Of the 14

replies from W. W. Jackson Middle School, only 3 students

said that Spanish was the language first learned, and 4

indicated that their parents usually spoke Spanish. Among

the 58 informants from Thomas Jefferson High School 22 chose

Spanish as the language learned first, but 32 said Spanish

was the language usually spoken at home by their parents.

No explanation for this obvious disparity is apparent from

the limited scope of the questionnaire administered.

Of the 156 students who said their parents usually spoke

Spanish at home, 25 indicated that their parents did not

speak English, while 125 others said their parents possessed

some degree of English fluency. The majority of these,

65 students, said their parents could "speak easily on all

subjects," and 34 thought their parents could "speak easily

on common subjects." Only 4 saw their parents as being

unable to speak English and capable of understanding simple
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sentences only, while 22 said their parents could "speak

simple sentences only." Among students whose parents spoke

English at home 39 said their parents could "speak easily

on all subjects" in Spanish, and 7 stated their parents

could "speak easily on common subjects." The two other choices

were each selected by 2 students. Only 1 student indicated

that his parents spoke English and could not speak Spanish,

but among the 22 students whose parents used both languages

at home most (13) said their parents could "speak easily on

all subjects." Being able to "speak easily on common

subjects" was chosen by 7 of these students, while 1 student

chose each of the other categories.

The great majority of students (130) said they usually

used both Spanish and English when talking to bilingual

friends, but 69 stated that English was usually used and

only 18 Spanish.

Even among students from the same school there was no

unanimous agreement as to whether or not students were

allowed to use Spanish in school classrooms. In all, 135

students agreed that Spanish could be used, and 74 said

that it was not allowed. Probably an important factor in

these figures is the fact that the question as stated in

the questionnaire failed to consider the use of Spanish in

a class where the Spanish language was taught as a subject.

Some students freely stated this distinction, and others

indicated that Spanish could be used only in "some classes."
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The general consensus in reference to the permitted

use of Spanish on the school ground was much less divided,

Only 21 students felt that Spanish could not be used, while

180 said Spanish could be spoken.

In regard to the number of teachers who spoke Spanish,

86 students stated that "some" did and 92 "very few." No

student stated that none of his teachers could speak Spanish,

but it should be considered that the questionnaires were

administered chiefly by teachers of Spanish. Several students

(29) indicated that they did not know how many teachers spoke

Spanish. Of the 7 who said that all their teachers spoke

Spanish 6 were students of Lamar Junior High in Laredo.

Figures concerning whether or not the teachers approved

of the use of a second language in the classroom were

similarly divided, but with some variation, On this question

17 students were of the opinion that all teachers approved

and 10 that none did so; 110 said some of their teachers

approved and 78 that very few did. No great variation from

this breakdown of figures was shown in the results from any

one school in particular.

While 174 respondents agreed that both Spanish and

English should be spoken in the classroom, 171 felt that if

only one language should be used, that language should be

English. The use of Spanish as the sole language was the

choice of only 27 students, and 40 stated that both Spanish

and English should not be used in the classroom.
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Of popular terms used to refer to persons of Mexican

descent, 86 students preferred "Mexican-American,n

64 "Chicano," 30 "Spanish-American," 5 "Mexican," and

1 "Tex-Mex." A significant number (31) stated the desire

to be called simply "American."

Most of the students questioned indicated some degree

of exposure to spoken Spanish outside the bounds of home

and friendships. Radio programs of Spanish content were

heard by 137 students, the most for any of the media named.

More students (94) chose movies than did television (89).

Dances and church activities were each mentioned by 2 students

and school by 1, and 3 students stated that they heard

Spanish "everywhere."

Only 22 students had not studied Spanish in school;

194 had studied Spanish before or were presently doing so.

Most (86) had had from one semester to one year of

instruction and 84 between one and two years. Of the others,

11 had studied Spanish for two to three years, 4 for three

to four years, and 1 for four to five years.

When comparing Spanish as spoken outside of school to

Spanish as taught in the classroom, the greatest number (96)

thought that it is "only similar" and 73 that it is "quite

different." While 12 students stated they did not know

how the Spanish usages compared, 8 believed that they are

"totally unlike."
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The majority of students (137) felt that classroom

Spanish was better than the Spanish they spoke, and 31 said

that it was not. Any distinction between the two usages was

not seen by 47 respondents.

An overwhelming majority of the respondents stated

that they mixed English and Spanish in the same sentence

"sometimes" (129), "very of ten" (50), or "all the time" (17).

Only 21 students replied that they "never" did so.

A greater distinction was apparent in the mixing of

Spanish and English by parents. Both languages were used

together "sometimes" by the parents of 119 students, but

65 students said that their parents "never" did so. Only 10

students stated that their parents mixed English and Spanish

"all the time," but 21 "very often."

Even though 40 students saw "no difference" between

the quality of Spanish spoken by them and their parents, by

far the greatest number (165) felt that their parents spoke

"better Spanish" than they. Only 12 felt that their Spanish

was better than that of their parents.

When asked if their parents would rather have them

speak English than Spanish, 82 students said yes and 97 said

no. A number of students omitted this question, and several

others indicated that their parents had no preference for

the use of either language.
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The term "Tex-Mex" had no central or specific meaning

for the students surveyed. Most (54) indicated that the

term refers to the mixing of English and Spanish, and 28

others felt it designated incorrect or slang Spanish. The

next largest number (43) thought "Tex-Mex" refers to persons

of Mexican descent living in Texas. Some (11) said the term

applies to the "Spanish spoken in Texas," while others (22)

stated it meant the type of Spanish spoken along the Texas-

Mexico border. "Tex-Mex" meant "nothing" to 26 of the

respondents, but 2 replied that it designates "good Spanish."

The students' responses when asked to name the variety

of Spanish spoken by them were even more diverse. By far the

greatest number (72) preferred to call it simply "Spanish";

38 named "Tex-Mex." Other responses were "border Spanish" --

14, "pocho"- 9, "good Spanish" 6, "fair Spanish"-- 4,

"Tejano." - 2, "Mexican-American" -1 I, and "Spanish-

American" 1. Surprisingly, 8 students termed their spoken

Spanish "slang," and 1 said that he spoke "mumbo jumbo."

Even though responses to question 26 were more evenly

divided than for any other question with two possible choices,

the greater number of students (110) felt that Spanish-

speaking Americans and people of Mexico have more in common

than do Spanish-speaking Americans and English-speaking

Americans. The latter choice was selected by 106 students.



Based on results of this questionnaire the teenage

Mexican-American bilingual would much prefer to use English

in a formal situation where either language could be used.

With the supposition that an interview were being conducted

on television, 159 of the students said they would prefer to

use English and 46 Spanish. If Spanish were being used in

the interview, 65 students stated that they would probably

"speak only proper Spanish as taught in school," while 64

indicated that they would speak the way they speak "with family

and friends." A lesser number (55) saw no difference between

the two usages, choosing "both are the same."

The majority of the students (134) stated that they

are satisfied with the way they speak Spanish, but well over

one-third of the students (80) are not satisfied with their

present capabilities in speaking Spanish. Only 18 students

said that they did not plan to continue speaking Spanish

after they are finished with high school, and 193 said they

will continue to use Spanish.

The questionnaire section which required students to

write the Spanish equivalent for given English nouns and

verb forms produced quite a varied response. Two students

directly stated that they were unable to write Spanish, and

several students omitted this portion without comment. In

spite of the fact that only 22 students had not studied

Spanish in school, some non-standard forms were listed for
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each of the given words and were predominant in two of the

six categories. Given the form "to teach," 153 respondents

listed the standard verb enseiar, but the non-standard tichar

was named by 11 students. In response to "market" the

standard form mercado was chosen by 89 students and standard

tienda by 35. The non-standard marqueta was named by 53

students. Almost all students who wrote a Spanish form for

the English "grandmother" used the standard abuela (181);

the non-standard mamagrande was listed twice and grandma

once. For "car" most students (118) put the non-standard

carro, and 2 used the simple auto. The standard forms

coche and automcvil were chosen by 69 and 11 students

respectively. A Spanish form for "to push" was often

omitted, but 117 students wrote the standard mpujar and

54 the non-standard puchar. None of the students seemed to

know the standard Spanish terms for "trailer"; the non-

standard terms listed most often were traila (98) and trele

(33). The simple form trailer was written 12 times, and

camioneta, which in standard usage designates a "light truck,"

was named by 8 students.

Given eight sentences, some using non-standard forms

and others only standard Spanish, the students generally

agreed that four sentences were stated "in good Spanish."

Sentences b, e, f, and S, all consisting of standard Spanish

terms and construction, were selected by 148, 168, 145, and

104 students respectively. However, sentence a, using the



non-standard londre, was chosen as "good Spanish" by 94

students. Sentences c and d, together using four non-

standard forms, were named by 57 and 28 students, but

sentence h, which contained the non-standard mistid, was

selected by 65 respondents.

Most students (117) did not indicate any difficulty in

comprehension of the written Spanish, but 97 did state that

they had trouble understanding the sentences.

Many other questions could have been included in the

questionnaire, but a consideration of the classroom time

necessary for completion of the forms made a more exhaustive

application impossible at the present. The questions

chosen for the survey were carefully selected as those which

would best reveal the information sought within the

limitations of space and time.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Clearly, based on the results of this survey a vast

majority of teenage Mexican-Americans are cognizant of the

fact that the Spanish taught in the classroom is different

from the Spanish which they speak outside of school. Thus

there exists the very questionable pedagogical concept of

attempting to bring most native speakers of Spanish up to

a level of language skills which in daily life only a few

practice. Educators do not seem to recognize the fact that

established languages are often no more than dialects which

have been favored by powerful political and economic groups.

The objection might be raised that a corresponding survey

among native speakers of English would quite possibly yield

similar findings, but the concepts involved in classroom

instruction of Spanish and of English are not the same.

Whereas few, if any, educators advocate the teaching of the

English language as it is spoken in England, most, if not

all, teachers continue to base instruction in the Spanish

language on the "proper" Spanish as spoken in Spain.

Walter Craig Davidson, in a realistic look at present

educational policies, states:
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Few Mexican-Americans speak Spanish at all well
and even fewer know anything of the customs and
ways of Mexico above those of the lowest economic
and social classes, and the number who possess
any valid information relative to the mores of
Spain is infinitesimal indeed (8, p. xxi).

Jack Emory Davis, stating that a major problem in

teaching native speakers of Spanish is how to persuade them

to be interested in perfecting their knowledge of the

language, says:

The students are reluctant to take verb tenses and
forms seriously, to master the names of the tenses
and their English equivalents. The Spanish future
tense seems almost to have disappeared, the perfect
tenses are usually employed in a slipshod manner.
It is like pulling teeth to lead them to correct,
improve, and add to their vocabulary (9, pp. 206-207).

Educators who do not deem it unreasonable to expend great

efforts to change dialects of native speakers of Spanish

should ask themselves how successful attempts would be to

Briticize the speech of Anglo-Americans. The anomaly is

that Mexican-American students who are capable of utilizing

language in a rich and free fashion in their environment and

have well-developed, even though non-standard, ways of

expressing themselves are forced to sit through dialogue

drills and pronunciation exercises when all that they may

need is expansion of vocabulary and explanation of formal

grammatical concepts.

An even more serious development which appears in the

study is that the great majority of the 217 students

questioned think the "standard" Spanish dialect taught in
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the classroom is better than their vernacular dialects. The

danger is that students who are told the classroom standard

is "proper" or "the only acceptable speech" are likely to

regard their home language as somehow inferior and to

consider themselves as weakly representative speakers of

their native tongue. The teaching of "Castilian" Spanish

as the accepted norm raises problems about the use of two

sets of language skills by a single individual and problems

about the sometimes conflicting emotions and attitudes

associated with the use of each. Social pressures may exist

in terms of conflicting allegiance to one group or another

or because of thinking in terms of "acceptable speech" and

"unacceptable speech."

Chester C. Christian, Jr., reports that teachers who

do not know the meaning of non-standard terms and usages

usually find the response of the student who knows no others

"baffling, annoying, and exasperating." He further states:

Then, when the child begins to discover that the
teacher does not understand, he develops negative
reactions not only to the teacher but to the
educational process, and finally to the entire
culture and language which the teacher represents.
Or conversely, he may decide that his parents have
provided him with an inferior world, and subsequently
attempt to reject entirely what they have provided
fror him as a cultural base upon which to build a
meaningful life. This may mean that the life he
chooses will lack the essential meanings which have
their roots in infancy, roots which are nourished
by the words his parents have taught him (5, p. 161).
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In light of the fact that language and ego are

inextricably entwined, the practice which would have students

discard the language they have been exposed to all of their

lives is not only an absurdity but also an inexcusable

waste. Any attempt to negate the home language of a student

denies or ignores the f act that to human beings born into

any language and culture, that language and culture represent

their own existence as human beings. Christian very ably

states the significance of the acculturation process which

occurs in the home:

. . . that world which comes to exist in his Ca child's3
mind is a reflection of the language he speaks and
of the culture it represents; it is a world bequeathed
to him by a particular historical process of which
he is the most recent product, it is the most
meaningful heritage that his parents can give him.
It will come to represent to him not only the
essential nature of human life, but his own existence
as an individual. One might easily predict that it
will not be easy to do away with it. He may be made
to be ashamed of it and may even learn to despise
it, but it will remain with him for the rest of
his life (5, pp. 160-161).

Since in this present study the vast majority of the

students felt that their parents spoke better Spanish than did

they, the obvious implication is that parental influence on

the speech habits of their children should not be counter-

acted, as is presently done, but rather utilized. The point

of the matter is that standard classroom Spanish and the

dialects spoken in the home need not in any way conflict

or exclude each other. Properly developed they can be

mutually reinforcing. Educators must be made to see that
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the complete neglect of the non-standard dialect per se as

a factor in the total development of the child produces in

many young persons a disadvantage they may never be able to

overcome. The danger in denying the Spanish-speaking student

the use of some non-standard forms is much greater than

the loss of efficiency. James Bossard and Eleanor Boll, in

their study of the sociology of child development, tell of

cases in which children avoided meeting their parents in

public because they were unable to speak a standard language

with them. "The child who rejects the parental language

rejects, as it were, the parent who speaks it" (2, p. 272).

The fact that a substantial number of students (82)

stated that their parents would rather have them speak English

than Spanish indicates a need for research in the area of

parents' attitudes toward vernacular Spanish and the Spanish

taught in school. R. C. Gardner, in reviewing some of the

research which he had conducted on the role of the parent

in the language-learning situation, presented these findings:

1. Attitudinal motivational characteristics of
the students are important in the acquisition
of another language.

2. The nature of these characteristics suggests
that the truly successful student (i.e., the one
who will acquire communicational facility with
the language) is motivated to become integrated
to the other language community.

3. This integrative motive appears to derive from
the attitudinal characteristics in the home and
must be fostered by an accepting attitude, by
the parents, concerning the other language
group (12, p. 3).
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One method of promoting more extensive involvement of parents

in classroom language instruction is the suggestion that

schools employ bilingual counselors who would go into the

home of bilingual children to discuss the educational and

personal problems of the students in terms which the parents

can understand (5, p. 162).

One of the most disturbing results of the questionnaire

is the finding that a substantial number of students are not

satisfied with the way they speak Spanish. The factors

leading to low self-images as speakers of Spanish on the

part of students can only be inferred from the forms

administered, but several implications are obvious. Even

though a majority of the teenagers questioned mix both

English and Spanish in the same sentence, of the 80 students

who indicate dissatisfaction with the way they speak Spanish,

over half named three or more non-standard Spanish words

for the six English terms given or omitted part or all of

that portion of the questionnaire. Here the school distinction

between formal Spanish and colloquial Spanish would seem to

be a major variable. Also it should be considered that the

number of students who said they were not allowed to use

Spanish in their school classrooms was almost the same (74).

Another finding which should be given thought is that

92 students indicated that "very few" of their teachers

speak Spanish and 86 that "some" do. These figures include

teachers of Spanish. Furthermore, 88 students felt that
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"very few" or "none" of their teachers approved of the use

of a second language in the classroom. This factor is

especially distressing when seen in the light of the results

of surveys such as the "BALA" Project discussed in Chapter I.

An implication of that study is that teachers who reject a

minority group's culture, language, and people outright are

estimated to number approximately 10 per cent of the total

teaching force. Not only the language teacher, but all

teachers, through an understanding of the ethnic child's

attitudes and real needs, can play a major role in utilizing

an important linguistic resource. Christian has said that

teachers might be considered to have an advantage over other

professionals in that "their mistakes will usually bury

themselves." In explanation he adds:

Our successes flower into visibility, becoming
those we take into account as individuals; our
failures, on the other hand, simply dissolve into
that great mass of human society whose members are
recognized on a statistical rather than an
individual basis. Too often throughout the
Southwest our successes have been John and Mary- and
our failures have been Juan and Marla (5, p. 164).

It is urgent that institutions of teacher education

recruit and prepare teachers with the necessary wisdom,

personality, knowledge, and skill to work with minority

groups. A larger place should be reserved on teaching

staffs for well qualified native-speaking teachers of

Spanish. Such teachers should neither be too narrowly

ethnic in their views, nor should they show the slightest
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evidence of shame at being members of the ethnic group to

which they belong. A. Bruce Gaarder says that "bilingual

education for children who are bilingual calls for a new

kind of foreign language teaching by a new kind of

teacher" (10, p. 23), and Andersson suggests that "it is

most logical" that Spanish-speaking children and their

parents be oriented for school and be greeted in school by

teachers who speak Spanish natively (1, p. 158).

It is time that teachers recognize the essential

arbitrariness of language forms. Presently, many language

teachers fail to appreciate the great differences that exist

between every day speech and formal or literary language.

Too often they reject dialects which are different and

distinct from the school standard as being degenerate and

structurally underdeveloped in spite of much evidence that

such dialects are neither deficient nor ungoverned by rules.

Most teachers of Spanish, at least in Texas, are not native

speakers of the language and were educated in Spanish in a

prescriptive fashion. They tend to spend a considerable

amount of time correcting the "errors" of native-speaking

students and generally instructing their classes what not to

do. Linguists have pointed out, however, thA.t the negative,

prescriptive method of teaching grammar is ineffective and

inefficient. The instructor should ideally be teaching the

form he wants imitated and not the form he wishes students
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to avoid. In any case, "the best teachers are not

technicians; they are artists. They understand the subject

in the deepest sense" (5, p. 164).

In spite of the fact that only 22 of the 217 students

answering the questionnaire had not studied the Spanish

language as a subject in school, there was some wide

disagreement as to which of the given Spanish sentences did

or did not consist of "good Spanish." Lurline Coltharp

found in her El Paso study that the respondents "did not

know what was standard and what was not" (7, p. 85), and

the same condition appears to exist in reference to this

survey. Such findings would seem to suggest the need for a

re-examination of classroom materials used in language

instruction. The position held by most present textbook

authors that vernacular Spanish is substandard denies the

essentially diverse nature of language and the artificiality

of standardization. "Until everybody lives in a sterile,

homogenized, dehumanized environment, we can expect differences

in environment to be reflected in those differences in speech

that we call dialect" (6, preface). One of the established

facts about language is that authority for "correct" usage

comes only from the people who speak a language natively.

Unless a language is dead, certain aspects of it will always

represent a change in progress. J. Donald Bowen states:
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Indeed, it is unrealistic to expect language
not to change. It is an observable f act that
languages never cease to change as long as living
speakers use them, and furthermore that the rate
of change is reasonably constant, This change may
be internal (phonetic shifts or analogical
reformations) or external (borrowings from other
languages). This latter type of change is
especially frequent where there is extensive contact
between two different speech communities
(3,pp. 329).

The f act is that neither grammarians nor teachers

decide the direction of change of a language, yet too often

the Mexican-American finds out that unless he can compete

in a single track of communication he is shunned. This

predicament is quite a contrast to the professed educational

doctrine of "the worth of the individual" as a dominating

characteristic of democratic society. Class material which

concerns itself with the "purity" of the language, such as

the textbook by Pauline Baker cited in Chapter IV, ignores

the reality of language growth and development. Jacob Ornstein

points out that much of non-standard speech can be expected

to ultimately make its way to respectability, "Just as the

zermania of Spain, the argot of the Parisian apaches, and

the racy idiom of the North American underworld have

contributed to standard languages in their respective countries"

(13, p. 139).

Equally illogical is the campaign to eliminate loan-

words from English. On the questionnaire form answered by

217 students, in response to six given English words a

non-standard "Anglicism" or loanword form was used 384 times.
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Any effort to remove the English borrowings from Spanish

usage is no more justifiable than would be a corresponding

effort to clean the Spanish loanwords out of English.

Bowen adds:

In any case, it should be noted that when
new words are borrowed by a language, they become
part of that language and are completely adopted
to the patterns and structure of the language.
Thus "park" and "car" may be the source of
borrowings in Spanish, but the new hispanized forms
parquear and carro are just as Spanish in form
and structure as the oldest word in the language.
Spanish loses nothing in authenticity or purity
by the inclusion of such new loanwords (3, p. 330).

No matter what idealistic goals educators may have in

mind, their ability to change the actual spoken dialect of

a region is highly doubtful; and in cases where much of the

school population is comprised of minority-group students,

the teacher's first educational objectives should be to

provide security and understanding for his students. The use

of the natural language of the student accelerates the

learning process through ability to learn with a familiar

tongue immediately and promotes a better relationship between

the school and the home through a common communication bond.

In the primary grades the "warm acceptance of disadvantaged

children and identification of their strengths are

especially important" (16, p. 182). L. Jean York and

Dorothy Ebert further state that "such acceptance should

include whatever language the children bring to school" and
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that "the home language should be respected and might be

used as a basis for extended and expanded language

learning."

That the full potential of Mexican-American students

be realized in spite of any formal language deficiencies is

critical. It is important that the native speaker of Spanish

have such a high command of his language that he never doubts

his worth in expressing himself in any level of communication

he encounters. Bowen points out that there is certainly

an advantage in speaking a standard version of one's

language, where a standard is recognized (4, pp. 156-157),

and Albar Pe-ia adds that "the acquisition of knowledge

obviously requires some degree of facility with formal

language" (14, p. 160). The problem, then, is how to help

Spanish-speaking students attain a formal level of language

so that their creative potential can be realized while at

the same time reinforcing their self-image as speakers of

their native language.

Gaarder warns that irrespective of the extent to

which the speech of the Mexican-American deviates from

cultivated standards, "it should not be suggested that he

is to give it up and thereafter speak and write in another,

different, 'better' way . . . . Rather, he is to learn

another, a third language or style which will be more

appropriate and effective in other situations in which he

might aspire to take part" (71, p. 168). The standard
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form of the language would be taught as a dialect

appropriate for school, community, and other uses, while

the student's own dialect would be considered equally

appropriate for use with intimate friends and within the

family circle. That most students make a distinction

between "proper Spanish as taught in school" and the way

they speak "with family and friends" is clear from the

questionnaire results.

There is support for the idea of teaching non-standard

dialects to standard speakers. James H. Ward has said that

"it would not be amiss" for instructors to learn "some

Calo or Spanglish" in an attempt to help the studentst

transition to standard Spanish (15, p. 894). Bowen adds:

I would, then, suggest that Mexican-American
Spanish be accepted, that misguided efforts to
change it should be forthwith abandoned, that
standard Spanish, when it is taught, should be
taught as an additional, supplementary skill, not
as a replacive for a defective vernacular. I am
personally inclined to go even further and claim
that Southwest Spanish is a valid and appropriate
model for the non-Spanish-speaking students who
study in the area where Southwest Spanish is
spoken. To teach this dialect would (1) equip
students to communicate most efficiently with the
Spanish speakers most likely to be available to
them, and (2) to recognize the validity of a
historically authentic version of Spanish that
is an important part of the linguistic patrimony
of the Southwest (4, pp. 156-157).

Further research in the description and analysis

of non-standard Spanish and the cultural meanings expressed
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through that dialect is needed. The matter of pronunciation

differences should be thoroughly investigated. Such a

study necessitates the presence of the informant or the

use of a tape recorder and was thus not within the scope

of this project. A study of the economic levels of speakers

of non-standard dialects would probably yield valuable

information. The socio-economic level of the informant

might possibly have some bearing on his attitude toward his

language; however, it was not possible to obtain this

information in the time and space allotted for the present

study.

To summarize the major findings: (1) the majority of

students questioned are aware of a difference between the

type of Spanish used in classroom instruction and the

colloquial Spanish spoken outside of school; (2) most of

the students think the standard Spanish dialect of the

classroom is better than their vernacular dialects; (3) a

great majority mix English and Spanish in the same sentence;

(4) a vast majority think that their parents speak better

Spanish than they do; (5) many do not feel that their

teachers approve of the use of a second language in the

classroom; and (6) a substantial number of students are

not satisfied with the way they speak Spanish.
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On the basis of the present study it is suggested that

urgent steps must be taken. Mexican-Americans can never

become Anglos, even if they should so desire, no matter

what assimilating process is developed. The values of the

Mexican-American student do not coincide with the middle class

values placed on educational achievement, and present

educational practices have alienated many Mexican-Americans.

The customary policy of ignoring the native dialects of

Mexican-Americans must be changed so that they may develop

confidence in their ability to express their thoughts in an

acceptable manner. The classroom must provide an atmosphere

of personal identification, self-worth, and achievement.

The student should be led to acquire the concepts and skills

for formal Spanish, but it is most important that he attain

a positive self-image through an understanding of the value

of his own culture. Classroom materials should be re-evaluated

for their relevance to language varieties, and designations

of "correct" and "incorrect" speech should be eliminated.

The development of texts which will enable the linguistically

different child to learn standard Spanish as a second dialect

is essential.

The ultimate objectives of any such language program

should be thorough literacy in Spanish and the development

of a sense of pride and worth in identifying with the

Spanish language, as well as a desire to maintain and utilize

the home language and culture of the student. There is



abundant evidence that feelings of social inferiority or

dissatisfaction militate against academic success, and, in

any case, self-respect is too precious a possession to be

risked unnecessarily. Teachers and school personnel must

accept and appreciate the significant contributions which

various languages and cultures have made and continue to

make toward enriching the American way of life. A positive

atmosphere toward the Mexican-American and toward his

language must be established and any "cultural gaps"

bridged. The total acceptance of the validity of another

culture is what should and must be the end goal.
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APPENDIX A

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Attitude Questionnaire

NameAgeSex

Name of your school Your grade level

Name of city

Dear Student,

The questions you are about to answer are part of a

research project being done at North Texas State University.

The subject of the study is the attitude of people toward

the language(s) they speak. This questionnaire is not a

test, and in no way does it affect your class work. No

student's name will be used in the final report. Please

answer all questions to the best of your knowledge, and

ask your teacher if you have any difficulty.

I would like to thank you for participating in

this study.

Sincerely,

Bobby G. McDonald
The Author .
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ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

Check the appropriate blank for each question or state your

own answer where space is provided. Leave unanswered any

questions which do not relate to you.

1. Do you speak both English and Spanish? Yes No

2. Which language did you learn first? Spanish

English Or list others

3. Which did you learn as a second language? Spanish

English Or list others

4. Which language do your parents usually use in your home?

Spanish English Or list others

5. Do your parents also speak another language? Yes No

6. If yes, what second language do your parents speak?

Spanish English Or list others

7. How well do your parents speak the second language?

Understand simple sentences but cannot speak
the language

Speak simple sentences only_

Speak easily on common subjects

Speak easily on all subjects

8. When talking with your friends who speak both English and

Spanish, which language do you usually use?

English Spanish Both Or list others
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9. If you speak Spanish, are you allowed to use Spanish

in your school classrooms? Yes No

10. May Spanish be spoken on the school ground? Yes No

11. How many of your teachers speak Spanish? All Some

Very Few_ None Don' t know

12. Do you think that your teachers approve of the use of

a second language in the classroom?

All___ Some___ Very few None

13. Do you feel that both Spanish and English should be

spoken in the classroom? Yes No

14. If only one language should be spoken in the classroom,

which language should be the only one used?

English Spanish

15. If you are of Mexican-American descent, which one of the

following terms would you prefer to be called?

Mexican-American Chicano Spanish-American

Mexican Or state another

16. If you speak Spanish with your family and friends, what

other times do you hear Spanish used?

On television On radio In movies State any

other ways

17. Have you studied the Spanish language as a subject in

school? Yes No If yes, for how many years?
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18. How does the Spanish you speak outside of school compare

to the Spanish taught in the classroom? It's the same

It's only similar It's quite different

It's totally unlike Don't know

19. Is classroom Spanish better than the Spanish you speak?

Yes No No difference

20. When you are talking, do you ever mix English and Spanish

words in the same sentence? Sometimes__ Very often

All the time Never

21. When your parents are speaking, do they ever mix English

and Spanish in the same sentence? Sometimes

Very often__ All the time__ Never

22, Who do you think speaks better Spanish?

Me My parents__ No difference

23. Would your parents rather have you speak English than

Spanish? Yes__ No

24. What does the term "Tex-Mex" mean to you?

25. What do you call the variety of Spanish you speak?

26. Who would you say have more in common -- Spanish-speaking

Americans and people of Mexico or Spanish-speaking

Americans and English-speaking Americans?

Spanish-speaking Americans and people of Mexico

Spanish-speaking Americans and English-speaking Americans
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27. If you were interviewed on television by a person who

could speak both English and Spanish, which language

would you prefer to use? English___ Spanish_

28. If you chose to speak Spanish, which of the following

would you probably do?

Speak the way I speak with family and friends

Speak only proper Spanish as taught in school

Both are the same

29. Are you satisfied with the way you speak Spanish?

Yes No

30. Do you plan to continue speaking Spanish after you're

finished with high school? Yes___ No

31. For each of the following English words put the word you

would use when speaking Spanish. Print the Spanish word

as best you can in the space provided.

a. to teach d. car

b. market e. to push

c. grandmother f. trailer

32. Below are several sentences written in Spanish, each

with a blank space before it. Place the letter G in

the blanks of any sentences which are stated in good

Spanish. Do not mark spaces of any sentences which do

not use good Spanish,

a. Mi madre trabaja en el londre.

b. Venden boletos a dolar para la rifa del coche,

c. Quits las brecas para testear la troca.
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d. Su marido le trujo un bonche de flores.

e. Mis padres han comprado una casa nueva.

f. Los chicos conducen muy bien los autobuses,

g. Me tomo el pelo y me empujo,

h. Mistie el examen.

33. Did you have any trouble understanding the Spanish

sentences above? Yes No
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Since individual respondents sometimes omitted various

portions of the questionnaire, the number of students who

answered any one question is signified by the term Total

Number.

Question 19

Yes 217 No None

Question 29

Spanish_140 English 64 Or list

Question 3

Spanish 64 English 140 Or list

Question 41

Spanish_156 English Or list

Question 5

Yes 181 No3

Question 6

Spanish)J English 128 Or list

Question 7

Understand simple sentences but can
languageS

Speak simple sentences only_28

Speak easily on common subjects_41

Speak easily on all subjects, 116

Total Number 217

Total Number 217

others Both 13

Total Number 217

others Both 13

Total Number 217

others Both 22

Total Number 213

Total Number 191

others Again both 9

Total Number 190

not speak the

90
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Question 8 Total Number 217

English__69 Spanish_18 Both_130 Or list othersNone

Question 9 Total Number 209

Yes 135 No 74

Question 10 Total Number 201

Yes_180 No_21

Question 11 Total Number 214

A117 Some_86 Very few_92 None____ Don't

Know_29_

Question 12 Total Number 215

All 17 Some_110 Very Few_78 None_10

Question 13 Total Number 124

Yes 174 No_40

Question 14 Total Number 198

English 171 Spanish_27

Question 15 Total Number 217

Mexican-American86 Chicano64 Spanish-American30_

Mexican 5 Or state another-American 31; Tex-Mex 1

Question 16 Total Number 208

On television_89 On radio_137 In movies_94 State any

other ways Church 2; dances 2; everywhere 3; school 1

Question 17 Total Number 216

Yes 194 No_22 if yes, for how many years 1 yr. 86;

2 yrs. 84; 2 yrs. 11; 4 yrs. 4; 5 yrs. 1
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Question 18 Total Number 217

It's the same_28 It's only similar_96 It's quite

different 73 It's totally unlike 8 Don't know_12

Question 19 Total Number_215

Yes_137 No 31 No difference_47

Question 20 Total Number_217

Sometimes_129 Very often_50 All the timeI_ Never 21

Question 21 Total Number_215

Sometimes_119 Very often 2 All the time 10 Never_65

Question 22 Total Number_217

Mel My parents_165 No difference40

Question 23 Total Number 179

Yes 82 No_97

Question 24 Total Number_186

Mixing of English and Spanish__54

of Mexican Descent_43

Slang or Incorrect 28

Nothing_26

Border Spanish_22

Good Spanish 2

Spanish spoken in Texas 11

Question 25 Total Number_156

Spanish_72 Tex-Mex_38 Pocho9 Good Spanish_6

Border Spanish 14 Slang 8_ Te jano_2 Fair Spanish_4

Mexican-American 1 Spanish-American_1 Mumbo Jumbo_1
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Question 26 Total Number 216

Spanish-speaking Americans and people of Mexico 110

Spanish-speaking Americans and English-speaking

Americans 106

Question 27 Total Number _.205

English_159 Spanish_46

Question 28 Total Number 184

Speak the way I speak with family and friends_64

Speak only proper Spanish as taught in school_65

Both are the same 55

Question 29 Total Number 214

Yes 134 No-8O

Question 30 Total Number 211

Yes 193 No 18

Question 31 Total Number 188

a. to teach ensenar 153; tichar 11

b. market mercado 890 market 55; tienda 5

c. grandmother abuel1a 181;mamagrande 2; grandma 1

d. car carro 118; coche 69 automcvil 11; auto 2

e. to push empuJar 117; char 54

f. trailer traila 98 trele 3 camioneta 8; trailer 12

Question 32 Total Number 186

a. 94 e, 168

b. 148 f.

c. 5 g. 104

d. 28 h. 65



Question 33

Yes 97

Total Number 214

No 117
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